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Grants Santos Ortiz Another Bank President and Negro Planning Vigorous Campaign Educate Hands as Well as Johnson Will Have as Many Professor of the Yale Divinity
School Classes the ProBrains Say Labor
of Golf, to Reduced
Backers as Jeffries on
Chauffeur Wounded by
Reprieve of Sixty
His Girth
Leaders
phets Among Them.
Day cf Fight.
Desperate Outlaw
Days
CO.
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Juan River at
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San Texas Bank Robbed of $30,000 Introduced by Gifford Pinchot, Present Day Graduates Are English Rector of Seattle Church Many Old Testament Stories
Misfits Industrially Says
Has His Ideas About
Were Myths He Tells Kansas
Citizens Vainly Shoot at
Forester of the United
Committee.
Students.
States.
Burglars.
Sport.

The
Kan.. Nov. 11
Toronto, Out.. Nov. 11. Organized I New York, Nov. 11. According to
Lawrence,
on the vital question ' James C'offroth, the San
Francisco Pinphcts Isaiah. Ezkiel and Jeremiah
of industrial education was set forth! fight promoter, who is here in an effort' wese classed as nuickraKcrs and many
!
in a report to the convention of the t.j land the Jeffries-Johnsocontest smi ies of the Old Testament as myths
American Federation of Labor by the fot his club at Colma, Jeffries and by Dr. Charles Foster Kent of the
special commission appointed by au-- Jchnsou will so into the ring at even' Yale Divinity School in a lecture
truly days who have been expired.
of the Denver convention toni0n(n- - in bettin". "There mav be a '"n" lle students of the University of
The reprieve is granted to give Ortiz
the subject. The commit-- ,,hil(k, beUer of it for one or the other Kansas
invent
last night. "The prophets
.gate
sutime to perfect an rppeal to the
tee of which John Mitchell is chair- - ,Krore thc fii,ht. gaid coffrot.li. "but of Israel wore social r formers in
convicted
man
Another
court.
preme
man, held meetings in the year, in whvn lhe 011!, so,!uds vou vm flnd it their time." he said. "They were
(u murder at the same term of court
New c k Washington and 'loronto. j
monov ,M:t and Jonnson
have muckrakcrs, to use the present day
mid sentenced to be hanged, because
It is believed,' says the report, emi
,
vSM
not term, they were .sensational in their
do
of better financial circumstances, had
tuat the future welfare of American iU many'
methods, notably Isaiah, Ksekiel and
f M m
n,(,all
thpfe lik(.,
his sentence stayed by appeal and
Jeremiah." lie added that the prophlargely depends upon he industrial to be more
hands
than
money changing
Governor Curry thought it no more
and protect-- ; on this. It is
ets were teaching a simple people and
naming ot our workers
.
. .
quite certain that Call were force!
than fair to give Ortiz the same opporcom-them,
.
.
'lhe
to use extraordinary
cf
the
ing
' ft v ii'i innru- fill
inquiries
rr
rr
lrlin.
lnimli'
,
mutes seem to indicate that if the'
tunity to have his case reviewed by
V
dr
home their points.
T
lilt,ms
s,,, as he has made a wonderful int.
u
the territorial supreme court.
........... u.ori-moAmpHmn
yji i.uuiu o
j iiiuiuiaiu mi:
MRS. T. B. CATRON LAID
of
pressien there, and a great deal
Notary Public Appointed.
STEINHEiL MYSTERY
TO HER LAST REST, high standard of efficiency, the bovs
s "acKm-- t will come from the,
and gills cf the country must have an !'
Governor Curry today appointed
REMAINS UNSOLVED.
-Simpson 12. D. Sears of Willard, TorfUlR.lllCU litlUli o
,.,.v.
lullMi, vv wvhuii
Church Goes in For Boxing.
Many Gathered at Family Home to and brains, such as may enable them!
rance county, a notary public.
Opinion in Paris That Court
Last Tribute of ReTheir
.
Pay
earn
n ik.mii j Popuar
to
a
a
Filed.
in
vo-living
to Introduce Evidence to
Failed
Incorporation Papers
wiih
spect to Deceased.
cation and acquire an intelligent tin- bo,lls and wrestlim? matches
Convict for Murder.
Incorporation papers were filed toderstanding of the duties of good citi-- ! members of the organization on tlu
day in the office of Territorial SecreThe esteem and love in which the zenship. We favor the establishment mat, will be among the winter amuse-- ;
When lhe tria! of
p,,,.
Xoy n
tary Nathan Jaffa by The New Mexico
late Mrs. Julia A. Calron, wife of of schools in connection with the pub- - ments to be given at the Men's Club M,11(1 stejnheii ,Vir tho murder of her
Reduction Company of Canizozo, LinHon. Thomas B. Catron, was held by lie school system at wnich pupils
Trinity parish church, according to husband and mother-in-law- ,
was.re- coln comity. The directors and incorthe
manimas
and
tween
14
announcement
of
of
the
10
the
Arthur
community
beyond
Chiand
ages
be
Cyril
of
Peacock
may
sumed today twenty witnesses remainporators are J. Luther
fested by the large concourse
of taught the principles of t?ie Trades nol Player, recently from Oxford, Eng., ed to be heard, and the famous case
J.
99.09S
Frank
Thuerer,
shares;
cago;
friends that came to the family resi- necessarily in separate buildings, but the new assistant recor. "We are go-i- will soon be ended. The evidence givof Carrizozo, 1 share, and Alfonso Dadence on Grant avenue yesterday afseparate schools adopted to this ing to make this club the liveliest
en yesterday strengthened the popuvis, of Chicago, 1 share. The capi
to take a last look at the
ternoon
education and by competent ganization of its kind in Seattle," he lar impression of the real mystery
100,-00talization is ? 100,000, divided into
calm features of the deceased
anl auu iniinea teacners.
said last, night at the monthly dinner '.being buried under an inextricable
shares.
listened to the words of blessing of
"The course of instruction in sueii of the chili iit the church. "Realizing
The nnnoun.
nf urnu'iripiitiiuK
District Court.
Vicar General Anthony Fourchegu cf a scnooi snouid be English,
mathe- that it is difficult to get men to coniejsus of opinion in Paris is that the
In the district court for Rio Arriba
the Cithedral. The remains rested in matics, physics, chemistry, element- out to prayer meeting, we are guing to' court has failed to
develop material
county, Ferdinand Westheimer and
a simple but most beautiful casket ary mechanics and
The shop furnish them with entertainment that evidence against Mme. Steinheil an l
drawing.
suit
of
Sons
Ohio, today brought
around, beneath and on top of which instruction for particular trades and will help to
keep up interest, in church that she must be acquitted of the
were banked the blossoms, the tribute for each trade
against Martinez & Velarde, on a note
the draw work."'
represented,
charge of murder.
on
Miera
Sebero
for $130.85 given by
of loving friends and relatives. Few ing, mathematics, mechanics, physical
j
The state rested its case this after
which the defendants were endorsers.
were
undimmed as the husband and biological science applicable to
eyes
noon and the defense began quesis
note
$112.91.
the
on
The balance, due
arose to pay a tribute to his consort the trade, the history of that trade
tioning its witnesses.
Franklin L. Frazier, executor of the CANADA
of many years. With broken words and a sound system of economics, in
DISTURBANCE
filed
ap
estate of Elizabeth C. Guyer,
and without effort at eloquence, but cluding and c:..1.::;.-izin- g
the philosoGRAND JURY AFTER
most impressively, he spoke words phy of collective bargaining.
plication in the district court for Santa
These
LAND OFFICE OFFICIALS.
of
estate
that those present knew were heart- will serve to prepare the pupil for a
Fe county, to sell the real
NAVAL
FOR
felt, spoke cf the steadfastness, the spf 7'fic vocation. In order to keep
the deceased on Manhattan and WebIt is Argued That These Must Necesber avenues to meet indebtedness
chanty, the strength in suffering, the such schools in close touch with the
sarily be Aware of Barefaced AtWK
K.-1ideals, the work, the love for Santa ftoIrtr,
ue local advisory
against, the estate.
ineie suuuiu
uau"
tempts to Defraud Throuoh
Parliament Opened at Ot Fe and its people of the deceased. It boards, including representatives o"l Heavy Rain, High Winds and
Another Automatic Gauge.
Dummy Entries.
was a tribute most unusual under the industries, employers and
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sulorganwith
tawa
Significant
Seas
such
Heavy
Reported
circumstances, and therefore the ized labor.
livan has received another automatic
Denver, Colo., Nov. 11. The federal
more affecting. The remains were
"The committee recommends that
stream measurement gauge which will
rom
Speech by Earl Grey
Jamaica
grand
jury, now in session, may take
to
taken
the Manderfield Mausoleum any technical education of the work
be installed in the San Juan river at
a new tack and in addition to the inin
Rosario
ers
where
in
will
trade
and
cemetery,
they
Bloomfield.
industry being a pubvestigations being conducted into tlu;
Road.
SHIPS be kept temporarily until a vault is lic necessity it should not be a priItS
Santa
GABLE
CiiNiCATION acts of wealthy people suspected of
in
built
Fairview
vate
which
function
left
the
C.
Neal
conducted
cemetery
H.
Good Roads Engineer
by the public
j land
frauds may recommend that the
deceased had selected for her last and at the expense of the
for Santa Domingo this morning to arpublic."
affairs of more than one land office in
earthly
becontinuance
place.
resting
lhe
to
of
However
progressive de
My Lady of the Snows
range for tools and machinery
Must Have Been In- the state be looked into.
The pall bears were:
velopment of supplemental trade ed Upheaval
gin "work on the Santa
Wants to Maitain AutonoMany of the grand jurors already
tense That Would Inter,
Fred Muller, Jacob Weltmer, I. ucation is inaugurated by trade unions
road immediately.
have
stated their personal views on
Control.
s
mous
also
recommended. The committee
Sparks, S. B. Grimshaw, S. Spitz and
rupt All Lines.
Apportionment of Three Mill School
the conditions they believe they think
advised
the
continuation
D.
of
Jose
Sena.
life
its
Mayor
Levy.
men higher up in the offices are guilty
and final report to the convention of
11.
Parlimament
Nov.
Ottawa,
New York, Nov. 11. It is apparent cf collusion.
Superintendent oE Public Instruction
iyio.
in
from reports received today by cable
opened today. In his opening speech, MRS. JEANNETTE STEWART
J. E. Clark is preparing a circular
"The one trouble of America todav."
cases
It is
HAS STORY TO TELL.
answer to many inquiries, explaining Governor General Earl Grey, reaffirm
that all cables throughout now argued by them that the
companies
the
says
"is
never
before
could
have
them
too
that
of
report,
many
that the territorial levy of three mills ed the position taken by Sir Walfred
our youths who have graduated from the West Indies have been rendered1 been brought about were it nor for the
relast
is
session,
Laurier's
some
only
schools
government
apportioned
subterannean
She Claims It Will Clear Her of the the
for public
inoperative by
grammar or high
school, convulsion. No serious quakes have fact that someone in the land office
among such school districts which garding naval defense, which simply
Charge of Blackmail in Warriner
are
misfits
If we been recorded by the seismograph sta- where the filings were made permitted
indusrtially.
themselves have made a levy of at enunciates the necessity for Canada
Embezzlement.
are
to
secure
industrial
supremacy
the disturb- the scores of colored men and tranleast three mills. The $27,000 appor undertaking a share in the empire's
or even maintain our present stand- tions, but nevertheless,
autono
an
ance
must
have
been
naval
remarkable for sients to make their applications and
defense, maintaining
tioned last week by the superintendCincinnati, O., Nov. 11. The decli ards in the industrial world we must
own
but
have
such
to
effect. The eventually prove up on the land.
mill
of
her
navy,
mous
the
control
three
levy.
from
not
intensity
was
ent
ration of Mrs. Jeanette Stewart th it in some way in our educational
sys
of
with
Jamaica
the
latest
from
indicated
in
imperial she intends
lint was derived from the leasing
working
harmony
making public wh't she tem acquire an equivalent to our old severe reports
storms but no quakes.
The TL'CUMCARI HAS BAD
navy. No definite announcement was knows of the Wrarriner
the public school lands.
shortage in apprenticeship system.
HOTEL FIRE.
last report received told of heavy
made whether Canada shall build its the accounts of the
Big Four railroad
"Organized labors' position regard- rain, high wind and enormous seas.
in
Great
built
have
it
will
Plaza
or
a
The
own
land
mark at
hotel,
navy,
FARMINGTON CREAMERY
and thus clearing herself of charges ing the injustices of the narrow and
Tucunicari, burned to the ground
GOES UP IN SMOKE Britain, or make a cash contribution
of blackmail is the most interesting prescribed training in the selected
Tuesday night. . The hotel had 27
Fire Tuesday night destroyed the pending the establishment of a nucleus feature of today's developments in the trades by both private and public in- ANOTHE SYRIAN
rooms and was the property of Jefferfleet.
Canadian
a
REFUSED
for
NATURALIZATION.
San
at
case.
Warriner
$2,000 creamery
Farmington,
The report is also cur struction and the flooding of the la
son
Collins. Several guests barely esand
rent that at least one high official of bor market with half trained mechan-- l
Juan county. The loss is $2,000
the insurance $1,000. The owner, A. FEDERATION TAKES UP
the railroad has tendered his resigna ics for the purpose of exploitation is Colorado Judge Counsels Him to Wait caped with their lives and none of the
furniture or furnishings were saved.
LOCAL SQUABBLE, tion. Mrs. Stewart
A. Hill, announces that he will rebuild
Until Question is Finally Possed
says she has let perfectly tenable and the well founded
The loss is $8,000 and is partly covfrom
the
fire
once.
U.
The
belief
in
S.
ters
in the viciousness of such pracat
'".on by
caught
her safety deposit box from the
Supreme Court.
ered
by insurance.
Protests
Considers
Convention
Labor
boiler in some manner.
Chicago man who has been named as tices and consequent, condemnation is
and Appeals Made By State and
well
one of the black mailers of Warriner.
nigh unassailable.
Nov. 11. District
Denver, Colo-.Central Bodies.
They ve pressed me too hard," she in "Organized labors' record for years Judge McCall of Littleton this week
regard to the better sanitary con- refused naturalization papers to a Syadded, "and I have to defend myself.
DELAWARE
Toronto, Nov. 11. The Federation When I make those letters public, ditions in factories and workshops rian and' will turn down all Asiatics I L 9
of Labor convention today took up the they'll make those Big Four officers and its continued efforts toward safe- who "want to become citizens until the
protests and appeals which had been s.c up and take notice. Those letters guarding women and miners have supreme court of the United States
been the subject of wide discussion
TASK
made by the state and central bodies will tell why
settlers the meaning of the words
they den't arrest me."
and much helpful legislation.
whose charters had been revoked as
"If they don't let me go before the
"Its advocacy of free schools, free "white persons," as used in the naturthe result of harboring seceding or-I'll bring the whole busi- text
alization laws.
grand
jury,
International
books and the raising of compulcf the
ganizations
ness
court
into
am
I
for
de
Mills
Blown
myself,
Judge McCall told the applicant for Gets Down to Investigating
Two Powder
up Brotherhood of Electrical Worfters.
sory school age have been religiously
to
papers that it would be far
termined
citizenship
clear
inname."
to
be
my
to
The
adhered
Political Charges in
and closely allied to
disagreement promises
Killing Three
these subjects is that of industrial ed- better to wait until the highest court
tensified. Other jurisdictional troubles
on
the matter than
Workmen
Philippines.
An open letter CATTLEMAN FOUND
ucation and any serious discussion of of the land passed
are also pending.
GUILTY OF MURDER. the proper Kind of vocational training for him to be granted papers now and
was circulated by the Reid faction of
then suffer the humiliation of having
the Electrical Workers showing that
promotes discussion of the former.
ALLEGED
nas shown that manual them canceled iu case the court de- ELECTION
SEVEN OTHERS WERE INJURED 323 of the local unions was support- Another Phase in War of Stockmen for Sfc
cides
Asiatics
and
that
other
were
205
Syrians
while
school
actin
it,
without
only
Ranne
teachers
supporting
ing
training
Vicinity of Basin,
ual trade experience do not and can- were not white people.
the McNulty faction, recognized by
Wyoming.
not successfully solve this great
Nationalists
'Were Victorious
Several Houses in Vicinity o the Federation. :x.v7'?;.
SHOULD GO OUT
neceswill
and
that
problem
progress
Polls in the
the
11.
Works
Were
at
Nov.
The jury in
Basin, Wyo.,
Dupont
INSTEAD OF UP.
GREAT NAVAL
the case of Herbert L. Brink, one of sarily be slow as new teachers must
Islands.
Damaged.
be
new set of text books
IN PACIFIC. seven cattle men
- STATION
charged with the will provided,to a
111..
11. Imported
Nov.
have
Chicago,
be
and
written
the
sub
murder of three sheep men in the Ten
in a sympathetic and champagnes, sparkling Burgundy and
Cameron
The press
Manila, Nov. 11. W."Wilmington," Nov. . 11.
Washington, Novell. The Presi- Sleep county, returned a verdict of jects taught
are
other
This
wines
Duup.
manner."
hap
going
of
systematic
the
works
the
at
powder
mill
Forbes today assumed the office ot
dent "has approved the recommenda- murder iu the first degree today.
was proclaimed
rowing information
The verdict carries the death sent
pont Company, west of Wilmington, tion of the joint army and navy board
the
rooms
and cafes last governor general of the Philippines.
ELEVEN
green
THOUSAND
through
three
a
ence.
this
morning,
were
killing
Ten days
for making Pearl Harbor, Hawaii,
exploded
granted the de
on
Al!
of
account
the new tari- The formal inauguration will be on
CHICKENS
night.
othINCINERATED.
workmen and badly Injuring seven
great naval station in the Pacific. The fense in which to file a motion for a
the
restauranteurs.
The tar- November 24. The new governor will
say
ff,
of
harof
new
Manila
trial.
The
Dixon
Wilmington
entire
of
tria
ThomaB
city
ers. The
proposed improvement
cents
increase
iff
is
11.
Nov.
Eleven
per quart on at once investigate the charges of corHutchinson, Kan.,
thirty
and much of the surrounding counrty bor will be abandoned and a tempor- another cattle man charged with comthousand
and
therefore
the sorely ruption at the polls, filed by candidates
conexwere
to
burned
chickens
champagne,
be
will
station
force
was
of
the
the
in
the
immediate
naval
only
plicity
were shaken by
murder,
ary
death last night when fire destroyed stricken but enterprising restaurant- who were disappointed in the recent
plosion and several dwellings in the structed at Clongapo. This leaves the ly taken up. The work of securing a
the plant of the U. S. Packing Com- eurs will boost the price fifty cents a elections, at which the Nationalists
vicinity of the powder works were protection of the Philippines to the , jury has begun. Six ballots were tak
The loss is $50,000.
bottle to the consumers.
en
were generally successful.
was
pany.
before
reached
the
verdict
army.
damaged.
badly

Curry today granted another reprieve, this time for sixty
days, to Santos Ortiz, who was to
have been hanged at Silver City on
Sunday when his first reprieve of
Governor

0

Louisville, Nov. 11. J. Garry Faw-cetcashier of the Merchant's National bank. New Albany, Indiana, was
shot and lulled and President J. K.
Woodward of the bank seriously
wounded by a man who entered th a
bank and just before noon attempted
to hold up the official. The assailant ran to the Ohio river and started
for the Kentucky side in a skiff. After
a hot pursuit the police in a motor
boat captured him. The man went
to New Albany in an automobile belonging to Mrs. Walter Escott, a
the
wealthy resident cf Louisville,
robber forcing the chauffeur at the
pcint of a revolver to drive him. As
he entered the bank he pointed two
revolvers and shouted: "Hands
up.
Everybody get into the vault." There
was a rush for safety by clerks and
customers. President Woodward tried
to talk to the robber who immediatetwice. Cashier
ly shct Woodward
Faweett rushed to the President's aid
and was shot and killed. The robber
then rushed to a corner where an
automobile stood and conimandei the
negro chauffeur, "Get out fast!" The
frightened negro refused lo start" the
machine and he tco was snot in the
back. The robber then made for the
river.
Another Bank Robbed of $30,000.
Waco, Texas, Nov. 11. The safe of
the Ben Arnold State Bank at Ben
Arnold was blown up early today by
three men who took $30,000. Citizens
shot at the burglars who escaped in
an automobile.

Nov. 11. Taft this
Washington,
delivered
the principal admorning
dress of I lie opening session cf the
Laymen's Missionary Movement. The
movement was organized in Washington is a national one. Giffcrd Pinchot
presided and introduced the President. The President leaves this afternoon for Midd'.etown, Connecticut,
but he will be back by Saturday. He
is in pink of condition. It is generally reported among intimates, however,
that he gained several pounds in his
long trip around the country, and he is
planning a vigorous campaign of golf
to reduce his girth.
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I&HAKE INTO YOUR SHOES
THE

100 lbs Paosy Flour
50

'"

"

1.60

100"

Bobolink

$3.10'

50 "

"

1.55

:

ROUND UP.

Allen's Foot-Easa powder. Relieves painful, smarting, nervous feet
and ingrowing nails, and Instantly
THE WEST.
the sting out of corns and bunTo the West, to the West, to the land takes
ions. It's the greatest comfort dis
of the free,
of the age. Allen's Foot-Eas- e
here the mighty Missouri rolls down covery
to the sea;
it a certain cure for sweating, callous,
Where a man is a man if he's willing'
swollen, tired, aching feet. Try It toto toil,
Sold by all Druggists and Shoe
And the humblest may gather the day.
Stores. By mail for 25c. in stamp1:.
of
fruits
the soil;
Don't accept any substitute. Trial
Where children are blessings, and he
package FREE. Address Allen S. Olmwho hath most
Has aid for his fortune and riches to sted, Le Roy, N. Y.

$3.20

"

DAILY

Established 1856.

SELIGIN

1

(lush

firMs

rfltfistp.r

W ulvC with allcash purchases.

inter Grocery Co.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone

quasi-militar-

No. 40

3WW

CALL

SEE FOR YOURSELF

Ap

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

WE HAVE THEM

Jewelry, Silverware,

rated

Deco-

Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
China,

MANUFACTURER

Spitz

PRICES
FROM

JEWELER

;

$4.00

$6.00

EVERY SUIT
GUARANTEED

BULL'S LYE or BUSTER BROWN Make
They will wear aDd cost you bo
more than other makes.

CALL AND SEE THEM
POBox

FOR

219.

A

HALF CENTURY

Phone 36

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
HOUSE

IBYQUP

IN THE

CITY.

Alfa lea

GrOUDQ

Also Good for Chickens
SOLE AGENTS

FOR

Internationa! Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
FiouF,

LIO HERSCH

Grain,

Hay,

Sail and

j

SXtffilS

& HERCULES BRAND

If you wantl'a good pair of Shoes
for the boy try a pair of

j

Goods.

S,

KANTWEAROUT

y

j

BROS. COMPANY.

Your Boy Will Need a Good School Suit

'

boast;
vhere the young may exult and the character of the men so much as the
character of the institution to which
aged may rest,
the people objected. Having their own
Away, far away, to the land of the'
country government they fail to see
West.
why an extraneous police force should
To the West, to the West, where the be sent to regulate them. They argue
that the country can govern itself withrivers that flow
Run thousands of miles, spreading out interference from Austin and that
i: is against the spirit of the constiout as they go;
Where the green waving forests shall tution to make their civil authorities
subordinate to a
police
echo our call,
As wide as old England, and free to force.
us all;
During the agitation following the
Where the prairies, like seas where arrival of the rangers at Amarillo the
records of many of the troopers were
the billows have rolled.
Are as broad as the kingdoms and investigated with the result that many
o? them were shown to be absolutely
empires of old,
And lakes are like oceans in storm unfit morally for the work that the
and in rest.
force is expected to do.
While the Texas rangers had a wide
Away, far away, to the land of the
West.
field of activity at the time the force
was created this is no longer the case.
To the West, to the West, there is The entire state
today has efflcieent
wealth to be won;
county govrnments and lawlessness of
The forest to clear is the work to be any
description is scare and efficient-done;
handled whenever it does occur.
We'll try it, we'll do it, and never While at one time the work of the
despair,
rangers was, indeed, very beneficial, it
While there's light in the sunshine is this no
longer today for the reason
or breath in the air;
their
that
sphere of action exists nn
Tne bold independence
that labor more. To keep the ranger employed
shall buy
means that he must come in hosShall strengthen our hands and for-- ! today
contact
tile
with the civil governments
bid us to sigh.
of
the
counties,
producing results that
Away, far away, let us
:pe for the smack most
disagreeably of affairs
best,
And build up a home in the land of Russian. At the command of a spleeny
executive this force has more than
the West.
once produced the most farcial state
CHARLES MACKAY.
of affairs and has demonstrated effectively in what respects and to what
Marriage Licenses Granted Mar- - extent the American
principle of homo
riage licenses have been granted at
rule
from
differs
centralized
forms of
Las Vegas to Rebecca Martinez aged
The press throughout
13, and Cleofes Trujillo, aged It), of government.
on the necesTecolote, and Jose Mares of Gascon, the state is unanimous
sity of the abolition of the ranger
;and Marta Vialpando of Sanchez,
All
Schools Closed The Loretto force and there is little doubt that this
wil be made an issue during the next
Academy, (he Brothers' College, the
Normal University as well as all other campaign in case the legislature should
private and public schools have been fail to take satisfactory action.
closed at Las Vegas to stamp out the
NOTICE.
epidemic of scarlet fever now pre-- I
vailing.
Notice is hereby given that the unLas Vegas Templars Elect Officers dersigned is prepared to receive bids
Las Vegas Commandery
Knights in writing for the purchase of the minr
Templar has elected the following
ing claims of the American
C. D. Boucher, eminent
Mining and Smelting Company,
R. w. Hoyt, generalissimo; located at Bonanza, Santa Fe county,
George II. Kinkel, captain general; J. New Mexico, and consisting of the
S. Clark, prelate; M. R. Williams, sen-- j
Evelyn
mine, the Shanior warden; O. L. Gregory, junior war non mine, the Santa Rosa mine, the
mine, the Manhatden; .j. s. Duncan, treasurer; Charles Brown
r
Tamme, recorder; Jerry Quinn, war- - tan
mine and 1G0 acres
der; George Bryan, standard bearer; of patented land known as the "CopH. R. Whitlock, sword
bearer; Thos. per Hill Tract." By decree of the
J. Kay wood, sentinel; J. W. Leonard, ccurt ordering this sale, all outstandfirst guard: Ren Coles sernnt
ing or claimed alleged mortgages or
Sam North, third guard.
deeds of trust, bonds, and notes standing as alleged liens upon said comTEXAS RANGER FORCE
pany's property, are null and void,
and same are ordered cancelled.
EECOMES POLITICAL ISSU'
ERNEST A. JOHNSTON,
Next Legislature Will Make an Effort Receiver American
Minto Rid the State of Objec-- '
ing and Smelting Co.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
tionable Policy.
San Antonio, Tex., Xov. 11. There
is no longer any doubt that the next
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
session of the legislature will busy it-- i Take LA XA TIVK BROMO
Quinine Tablets
self with the ranger question in real I'ruKirists refund money if it fails to cure
K
V.
GKuVK's
signature is on each
earnest. Public sentiment against this box, 25f.
institution has become so acutely hos-- j
tile that for some time the government
has been at a loss where to station the
men. Recently a part of the force
was quartered at Amarillo but the peopie of Potter county objected to its
a (cme
presence and now the detachment has
woman
living In
been transferred to El Paso. But an-- j
ted propel ty Iriign to
other force, though a less objection-(ret into a home of her own.
There are hundreds of things
able one, has been sent to Amarillo
she would like to do ton akeher
own
home more confortable.
only to find out that it was not th
ai tractive slid pleasant Nearly
every won nn Is a money saver
and sliewlll uelpyou wonderfully
Beware of Ointment for Catarrh That
to pay for a home,
Contain Mercury,
as mercury will surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely derange
Do
the wnoic system when entering it
through the mucous surface. Such arWe will ell yon fl very desirticles should never be tit,ed except on
able hon e on payn ents which
our rent money will n nke
from reputable physiprescriptions
I'ou't wait. Begin now paying
for
as
your home.
the
cians,
damage they will do is
LET US EXPIAIN OUR
ten fold to the good you can possibly
CONTRACT BOROHEAP MOderive from them. Hall's Catarrh
NEY.
Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney &
GEO. M. KIN SELL
Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury,
294 San Francisco St.
and is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surface
of the system. In buying Hall's Catarrh
Cure be sure you get the genuine. It D.
M.
&
is taken internally and made in Tole- do, Ohio, by F. J. Chenev & Co. Testi
Builders and Contractors
monials free.
Sold by druggists. Price. 75c Der
PLANS & ESTIMATES

Incorporated 1903
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THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN IIOQSE IN SANTA FE.
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j

Undertaker and Embalmer

St. Michael's College

j

J. D.'MULLIGAN

Cold-Coppe-

n

r;

AT C

Given Careful
Personal Attention

i-

-

n

T

mm

bama re, new Mexico

Gold-Copp-

RKMl'KNCR

SHiHt
PICTURE

1'HOMi

RED

OFFICE

188

PHONE

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

E3S2HE233SE

RED

130
DONE.

Gold-Coppe-

at;

TAXIDERMIST, TAN NEE

&

FURRIER

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty

Gold-Ccpp-

j

Send for prices fcr tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

436 Canon Road
Phono black 19

FRANK

F- -

General
Merchandise

GORMLEY

SANTA FE. N. M.

Aathracitc

WHOLESALE
AfD RETAIL

tvprv

Lump

CREAM

&

MILK

Telephone No' 148 Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

Basket leaves Moc day Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday.
AGENCY"

at O.

K.

Phone No 23

Agent.

Red

ren--wi- jr

HOOVER

Barber Shop

F.O.BROWN,

4

fry

Laundry Work

bott!e- -

fl

fl

Take Hall's Family Pills for consti- !

ration.

If

Vf

SON

Furnished on short notice

resumed September 1st.
HERMES. President

We guarantee a saving of one-thir-d
in fuel over any lower draft
stove of the same size, with soft coal,
lignite or slack.
2. We guarantee Cole's Hot Blast
to use less hard coal for heating a
given space than any base burner
made with same size firepot.
3. We guarantee that the rooms
can be heated from one to two hours
each morning with the soft coal or
hard coal rut in the stove the
evening before.
4. We guarantee that
the stove
will hold fire with soft coal from
Saturday evening to Monday morning
without attention.
5. We guarantee a uniform heat
day and night, with soft coal, hard
coal or lignite.
6. We guarantee
every stove to
remain absolutely air tight as long
as used.
7. We guarantee the feed door to
be smoke and dust proof.
The above guarantee is made with
the understanding that the stove be
operated according to directions, and
connected up with a good flue.
1.

Will

MM, LADNORY

Send for Prospectus

OUR GUARANTEE

Rent Money

Telephone 85

Mrs Willey, Prop. For Best

FRESH EGGS

Stet

m Coal.

'

Telephone

S. E. CorLer, Plaza.
Meals 35c Board by week $6.00

(Studies

J

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

I

BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

.bmt

Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Ccal.
Sawed Wood and Kind ling,

EXCHANGE
BOARDING
:
:
HOUSE

Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Depaitments

-

RATON
YANKEE
CERR1LLOS

'22:21 $.v?
S
85

commercial
literary
& SCIENTIFIC

Courses

i!sk lour Wife

j

Screened

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

j

MSB

1

bVi 5ed CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

Gold-Copp-

AND. SA'ISFACTORILY

A

Phone .
No 14

CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY

)

w

HARDWARE CO.

s

Phone
No 14

Witch H ae! and Almond Cveam
Fof SunbutnSf Chaoced ands Lips and Pace.
Q

Pepaed
Only at

aK$ ph

PHONE NO 218
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Your Music is in iho

Hundreds

of Santa Fe Readers Know
What it Means.
National Significance of the Great
The kidneys are overtaxed;
Gathering of Products From the
Have too much to do.
Arid West.
They tell about it in many aches and
Chicago, 111., Nov. 11. The limitless
pains
Backache, sideache, headache.
possibilities of the newer west, where
Karly symptoms of kidney ills.
by the cxpediture of vast sums of
Urinary troubles, diabetes, Bright's money by the government and by pri'disease follow.
vate enterprise millions of acres of
conA Santa Ke citizen tells here the unproductive lands aie
wonderful
farms
most
of
into
verted
to
well
way
keep the kidneys
Mr
I'.ernarda R. de Escudero, IOC fertility, will be exploited for the in- Orillin street. Santa Fe, N. M., says: formation and profit of those who
"I hold the same high opinion of seek either homes cr investment at
Do you know how much you are losing by not owning
Doan's Kidney Pills today as when the United States Land and Irrigation
an Edison Phonograph ?
I pubiicly recommended them in Jan- Exposition which opens in the ColiThis instrument was made for you by Mr. Edison.
uary, 1907. I then said that for about seum Building, Chicago, November 211
a year I had been bothered by a dull and closes December 4, 1009.
It is intended to bring music into your home. It will
ache and weakness across my loins
This exposition has taken on a nahelp you entertain your guests. It will amuse you
and kidneys. I tired easily and any tional significance and promises to
on
com
severe
a
exertion brought
suffering bring wider one roof
during your leisure hours. It will help you to bring
really
0- of
xviureview
the
iili illy
splendid
uijixua
iitaiui
prehensive
up your family to love music.
ney Tills highly spoken of, I was im portunities offered the ambitious, in
This is what Mr. Edison meant when he said that
duced to try them. The results prov-- i the rapidily developing smith and west,
Kid-lia
Doan's
doubt
t
ed beyond
he would like to see a Phonograph in every home.
that
is to be something more than ai
ney Pills live up to representations. n.rize numnkin show: it is to be a dem
How can you let any consideration of money stand
The cure and benefit this remedy onstration of the newer agriculture
in the way of
brought has led me to praise it on which has doubled the yield, increas- owning one of these great entermore than one occasion."
ed the flavor and multiplied the food
tainers?
The
Phonograph will give you so much
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 value of the products of the soil. It is
more in return for the money than you can get by
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo, promised that the results obtained by
New York, sole agents for the United (he irrigation of the arid country and
spending it in any other way.
States.
will be set
the drainage of the over-we- t
Do not take our word for it. Go to a dealer today
Remember the name Doan's and forth in a way that will interest, and
hear the Edison Phonograph play the Amberol
and
take no other.
instruct all who attend.
beThe great Coliseum building is
Records, and you will know why we are so positive
LEGAL NOTICE.
ing decorated in a most lavish manner
that
vou cannot afford to do without it.
To whom ir may concern:
and the "space so divided and arranged
There are Edison dealers everywhere,
EJison Phonographs - - $::.S0 to JI25 00
Last wil' and testament of Max. that the results obtained :n the several
fio to the nearest and hear the Edi ;on
Etlison
3ic
Standanl Records Frost, deceased.
sections of the west and south mayj
both Kdison
Phonograph
Kdison Amberol Records (twice as Inni:) Mc and Amherol piayRecords, (let Standard
Notice is hereby given pursuant to be seen and understood.
complete
75c
Edison Grand C'pera Records from your dealer or from us.
catalogs
statute, that the probate clerk in and
Land Hungers.
j
National Fhonoeraph Company, 75 Lakcsido Avo., Orange, N. J.
for the county of Santa Fe, New MexThe "return to the soil" is on in
ico, has fixed Monday, January 3d, earnest, and the demand for farm land
1910, at the court room of the probate is
becoming more insistent every day.1
court of the county of Santa Fe, N. Time was when a farm could be had The nPwl' discovered fertilizer that many sided equipment of the modern
will
and ifov a
M., for the proving of the last
song, but that time has passed. r(lll('c'ts nitrogen from the atmosphere farmer.
testament of Max. Frost, deceased, a
To aid he splendid work of these
acreas command high iind stores it in the soil, where the
resident of the city and county of Today desirable
in all the more thickly settled l,lants easily may secure it when two expositions, the railroads will anprices
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
sections, and the land hungry man ('fded. The scientific methods of th thorize special excursion fares. It is;
GEO. W. ARMIJO,
'looks to the newly developed country '"tensive farmer who forces the land estimated that over half a million peo
Probate Clerk
1
yield the most, wonderfud results. pie will be ittracted to Chicago in conThe irrifor profitable investment.
Dated this 19th day of Oct, 1909.
also
will be demonstrated.
There will uquence.
gated valleys of the west are partiche
the
exhibited
specially
designed
a
acres
,,
few
Here
ularlv attractive.
Read the pain formu i,
used by the irrP;ationist, COLONEL IKE PRYOR
machinery
and
to
a
sufficient
are
support
family,
Pink Pain Tablets.
Then ask vour
and tools employed by the men who
WANTS TO BE GOVERNOR.
doctor if there is a better one. Pain l"PR'ly developed, ten or twenty
modern scientific dry farming.
practice
insurance
than
s
better
any
means congestion
blood pressure
Now the Government Helps.
Texas Millionaire Cattleman is Being
Dr. Snoop's Pink Pain 'Policy ever written.
somewhere.
Boomed for Chief Executive of
The
of
of
the
of
work
soil.
staff
The
the
n'tbods
experts
preparing
Tablet
cheek head nains. womanlv
Lone Star State.
and
the
federal
maintained
the
fully,
by
government
developing
cultivating
and
pains, pain anywhere.
Try one,
is
of
a
of
be
will
a
so
far
few
that
character
acres,
reaching
possibilities
see! 20 for 25c. Sold by Stripling-BurrowAlfew realize its importance.
San Antonio, Tez., Nov. 11
shown at the Chicago show.
Co.
declined
times
several
has
he
The broad acres of western Kansas
Through the work of the reclama- though
and Oklahoma, and Pan Handle and lion service millions of acres of desert ,0 (1o so there is no doubt that Col.
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
I1;e TPrycr will run for the gov- Connection made wlca Automobile south plains of Texas, the Las Vegas land have been supplied with the waof Texas at the next eiec,
to
attract-was
ter
make
alone
needed
cnorship
all
New
are
that
Mexico,
line at Torrance for Roswell daily, country in
Over $50,000,000 tion. His many friends and partisans
Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros- ing attention. The products grown them
productive.
well at 4 a. m and arrives at Roswell there, with normal rainfall, plus scien- - have been dispersed up to this time, started a little boom in his behalf a
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros- tine soil culture, compare favorably and the results have proven the wis- - ftw days ago and since then the great-dom of the expenditure.
The men who er portion ot the lexas press nasi
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and ar- with the best grown elsewhere.
'have
will be pres- - tome out in his favor.
vast
work
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
this
done
This modern soil culture, the tools
Colonel Prycr i a 1 exas millionaire
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance used by the dry farmer, and the
t( ,el1 by word and picture Jiow
is $5.80 and between Torrance and suits obtained all will be set forth for tne waste places were reclaimed and cattleman and president of the Tram- Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto- and illustrated at the land and
He
irriga- - made to Produce wealth and comfort Mississippi Commercial Congress.
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard, tion chow.
f01' ,ne enjoyment of man.
started life as a newsboy in (he federal
manager, Automobile LIna.
The bureau of plant, industry also army and was less than twelve years
New Fruits
cf age when a horse was killed under
The trlumnh of the ,,'lant breeder, will be represented and the marvelous
AI- cures
'"in at tne liattie Ot MUrtrpPSDOl'O.
who
the
Foley's Honey and Tar
.
.
expioieis
who, through careful selection, hybndi-- results obtained oy
and
Texas
war
he
ter
settled
the
the
in
recoughs
quickly, strengthens
rntirin onri
has nrn- - nave penetrated fhp most remote
lungs and expels colds. Get the gen- im- - saw many tips and down in the cattle
of
delicious
duced
fruits
flavor,
great gins in search of new plants to
uine in a yellow package. Sold by all
be business. He is a native of Tampa,
will
native
varieties
the
Prove
nutritive value and enormous yield,
druggists.
to Fla.
sent
men
one
In
year these
will be shown in the east for the first shown:
over
1,500
for
bureau
experiment,
time
jtho
of seed and plants new to WILL READ STORIES
THE CHIEF SUPPORT
ou will see the results produced by varities
TO SMALL CHILDREN.
America.
High land alfalfa from Ara- i
.v.. ,
c
t tv,
manbin, grapes from the Caucasus,
apple; by Burbank, the Wizard, who
goes from India, barley from Moravia, San Antonio Women Devise a Plan to
and
a
white
has developed
blackberry,
Make Public Library of Greater
and wheat from Russia.
cherries
a hundred other marvels, including
Usefulness to the City.
The department of soils, with its
the spineless cactus, whose friut comSan'
who
Tex., Nov. 11 What
Antonio,
of
will,
(rained scientists,
bines the flavor of a peach, a plum, a crops
new departure in li- :
a
soil
the
considered
test
n
for
,i
,
the
chemically
asking,
u iu un.
jueiuji, ami a, iiinf iiiiiiit-work
been inaugurated in
what
tell
has
land
and
of
brary .
piece
You will see the "CVViJ "'"cu
,
tt
1.1
X...
MI o.,J-111f
C I
B llll
IIV - Till llljt
TIT, 1111 r't
lUlll.
un;, IVl'lIil
pvniio IT ucr IT
,..
,i i
n,.,n
plum; the frost resisting ciirauge, oe me iuusi
t
.,..,:,.
j
t:u
it,.,,,i,
uiue. in uiut-- iu iuuuuu
prouiauie crop ioiuiiuii
which resembles an orange, but f
anu wnar. iertnizers snouia ue useti. cuiiureii io me cuuruis ui mfiauuc u
and
it
in
tenderness
beauty,
surpasses
The bureau of entomology, whi.h has been decided to assemble tne
'
flavor; the nomato, the fragrant, juicy
through panistaking work, has con- - small pupils of the public schools in-- u.
a
"
i"- -.,
'
lia h m- - the auditorium of the Carnegie
7V
come to quered the Fan Jose seal an
stranee new forms
n
is now at work brary once a week in the afternoon
dred
and
other
pests,
delight the palate and enrich the growcombating the boll weevil ef cotton and read simple stories to them. Mrs of oar extensive business ar- - er..
that threatened the destruction of the D. A. Noble, supervisor of the KinderN?w Methods.
trie quality of the L.tmber we
south's great staple.
gartens, and one of the promoters of
sell, and tlie reisonab'e price-w- 3
Among the most interesting and imthe
undertaking, conducted the first
The
bureau, with its thoufor it We have built up portant exhibits will be the demonstra- sand weather
last week. Two stories art
unfav-orab- e
reading
on
ever
for
the
watch
eyes
oar tri.ie on honest lines, to tion of modern methods of conserving
read at each meeting.
are
which
weather
changes,
which w are still adherirtg, and (he energy and fertility of the soil. flashed to threatened sections far
A Religious Author's Statement.
we
.iantee erery foot of
enough in advance to allow the farmer '
Rev. Joseph H. Fesperman, SalisLixie- - wa sell to be just as
to take steps to protect his crops. Ail
bury, N. C, who is the author of sevw ill be
Every piece of it
represented
represented at the exposition, eral
books writes: "For several years
d
a
seasoned
is
and the methods employed carefully I
thoroughly
was a icted with kidney trouble and
from all imperfections
explained to those who care to know. last winter I was suddenly stricken
What the Exrosition Aims to Do.
Oar prices are satisfactory
with a severe nain in my kidneys and
The United States Land and Irri- - was confined to bed eight days
Exposition is intended primar
t0 get tip without assistance. My
ily to demonstrate to the man in the nne contained a thick white sedi-citthe great opportunities offered merit and I passed same frequently
the ambitious worker by the country day and night. I commenced taking
now being reclaimed and developed. Foley's Kidney Remedy, and the pain
Every section of the country has re- - gradually abated and finally ceased
sponded to the invitation to be repre- - and my urine became normal. I cheer-senteOF
fully recommend Foley's Kidney Rem- The Santa Fe and other great rail- edy." Sold by all druggists.
way companies have taken space, and
BIDS CALLED FOR.
by exhibits of products, by pictures,
Sealed
proposals will be received
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
by word of mouth and by other forms
the Board of County
of expression, will Inform all who at- separately by
Commissioners of Santa Fe county,
as to the possibilities of the
Santa Fe, N. M., up to 4 p. m. Dec.
school whose aim is to prepare young men and women tend
several sections. Here, in half a day, 10th, 1909,
for (7) seven Are proof
one may see and understand what may vault doors.
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
Also court house furnibe done in any part of the country ture.
Specifications
in
in
Mechatical from Michigan to Texas, New Mexico, will be furnished the and schedules
Agriculture,
College courses are offered
JL J
prospective bidArizona and California, or from Wash- ders
I, H. & W. M. Rapp Co. archi-tests- .
Ecoby
in
Household
and
Electrical
and
Engineering
"vili
ington and Oregon to Florida.
All bids to be addressed to
One interesting feature of the Santa Geo. W.
,
Mechanics
and
Agricul-tarePractical
in
courses
Also
short
Armijo, Probate Clerk, Santa
nomics.
Fe exhibit will be an adobe pueblo, Fe, N. M. The board reserves the
with a number of Indian blanket right to reject any or all bids.
courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
weavers, silversmiths, potters and othI. SPARKS,
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities er craftsmen at work.
Chairman Board of County
During the fortnight the Land and
for self support.
Irrigation Exposition Is in progress
there will also he held in Chicago the Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee Is created
For Catalogue and further information, address the President
Tenth International Live Stock Expo- from pure parched grains, malt, nuts,
sition, where will be found the finest etc. no real coffee In it. Fine In
stock cattle, hogs, sheep and horses flavor Is "made in a minute." No
In the world. The two shows go hand 20 or 30 minutes
tedious bailing.
Agricultural College, N. Mex.
in hand and together demonstrate the Sample free. Frank Andrews.

New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"Th Wet Point of tht Bouthwert."
Anuv Officer l tailed tv War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

.dison PhonowdprT

"A."

Tiiroiitrh Academic fours-men for college r.r for
atnotint of opn a:r work.
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on paring young

lif. (ireal
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l.:ei location
the Union. Located
H

a

i

t

of any Military School In
V.il ley
o the beautiful I' .,
th: garden
spot of the West at an e'evatlnr. o' J. 700
eet above sea level. s'ii;hine
da. ri.t
Ittie rain or snow d ir!;ig session.
E'ven Officers and Instrnctcrs, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. TeD
Igbted
buildings, throughly furnished, he&u-.and modern Ip all respects.
W
RECKNTS E. A. Gaboon, PrnsMt-nt- :
G, Hamlltou, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasure.-- ; W. M. AtklDson Secretary, and W
A Fllyan
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
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DJQ CALIEfJTE HOT SPRINGS.
These celebrated Hot Springs are
located in the midst of the Ancient
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
mile, west
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-ncStation, on the Denver and Rio
Jrande Railroad, from which point a
laily line of stage runs to the springs.
The temperture of these waters iB
from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet Climate
the entire
very dry and delightful
year round. There is now a comniod-lou- c
hotel for the convenience of in
valids and tourists. People suffeing
from consumption, cancer, and other
contagious diseases, are not accepted,
Tese waters contain 1,626.24 grains
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being
o
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All

Farts of the World.

J. 0. BARNES. Aaent

LOWEiW

STABLE

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

1

V

Call up

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

!

ak

RATES RIGHT.
Don Caspar Avenue

CHAS. GLOSS

j

fre

j
t

Charles W. Dudrow

n

OUR MOTTO;

y

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

Garrison,

a;.)$

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios.

I

W. E.

To have the Best of Everything in Our Line

A. F.

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE

-

W

.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
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Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughot tb? Onitei State3. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreiga Countries'.
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water-ha-

tested by tb
been thoroughly
miraculous cures attested to in th
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Malaria. Brighti
Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
and Mercurial Affections.
Scrofula,.
Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Complaints, etc. Board, lodging and bath
ing 2.50 per day; $15 per week: $50
per month.
Stage meets Denver
trains and waits fcr Santa Fe train
Thi3 resort is attracupon request.
tive at all seasons and Is open all
winter.
Passengers for Ojo Caliente
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. ra. and
reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
same day. For further

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

-

I

the richest alkalin Hot Springs
world. The efficiency of these

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linsn Drawn Work.
Cpals, Turquoise, Garnets and Olhsr G.ms.

527 San Francisco St.
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SANTA FE, N. M.

the finest

T&SfP SALE

Embroideries

i

White Goods

EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
ALL OF THE VERY
LATEST AND NEWtCST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS

INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO.

VGE FOUR.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

NO DANGER

-

Vice-Preside-

Entered as Second Clas3 Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.

OFFICIAL

Daily, six months, by mail
Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

25
75
65
7.00

IN HYPNOTISM.

The siory of the Boston hypnotist

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUELISHERS.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGESEditor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasurer- .

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily per week by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier
Daily, per month, by mail
Daily, per year, by mail

SANTA FE XHT MEXICAN, SANTA FE, X. 51.

$3.75
2.00
1.00
75

PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

Tbe New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to
every postoffl;3 in the Territory, and has a large anJ growing circulation
among th,e intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

cyrn vnjTJxruxru-uuxnjTrc
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who this week failed to waken a sub
ject from the hypnotic sleep for the
simple reason that the subject had
died while in the trance, has caused
discussion of the subject all over the
United Slates. The incident, however,
was purely an accident. The subject
had indulged in whisky, the indulgence
in whisky had caused an aneurism as
it is apt to on account of the extra
labor that any stimulant puts upon
the heart, and the subject died when
the aneurism burst. As a matter of
fact, he would have died, very probably, at the same moment, even if he
had not been hynctized and the cause
of death was not hypnotism but simply
"whisky." The danger from hynotisiu
is
by those who have
not studied the subject.
"As Bernheini h;.s pointed out long
ago, most people cannot be hypnotized." So says Prof. Sigmund Freud of
Vienna, the great European nerve
specialist, who is quoted in an article
on thi3 method of psychotherapy, in
"Practical Ideals." Me adds: "Do
not believe the wonder-doctor- s
who try
to tell you that every human beins is
subject to their hypnotic art. That, is
not so. From its medical side, hypnotism has been much overestimated.
And still another thing. This desire
to hypnotize at all costs has its moral
side, too. The morality of it is doubt
fill eveu if you should succeed if
you give a patient honey, under the
suggestion that he is receiving a dread
ful poison in scientific doses, that will
certainly destroy certain germs of disease. In time this fraud cannot fail to
be discovered by an intelligent patient,
and its effect on people about the patient who see through it from the beSuch
ginning is simply demoralizing.
tricks often remind one unpleasantly
of the dances and pills of feather-decrated, painted medicine men. Finally,
such a course of action has a bad influence on the status of physicians
themselves, among whom, unfortu
nately, there are black sheep. enough.
.
II
mucn is sinned witn eiectricitv,
now
f0). jnstnl)c e!"

THE OKLAHOMA DIVORCE

has devoted many
columns of space to stating how great-

suffl-befor-

j

Pueblo has not had' much of that
class of business in the past because
Pueblo did not have the accommodations to take care of such visitors. But
the new Congress hotel, backed by Pu
eblo's matchless winter climate, and
ihe excellent qualities of the waters
of the Congress well, will surely make
business for itself and for Pueblo
from this class of visitors, regardless
of the ordinary hotel business which
needs to be accommodated."
--

'

A CIVIC

Divorce is a necessary evil. There
are instances .finite frequently where
to insist that people must live together
is condemning one or both te intolerable slavery. Marital happiness is not
a product of compulsion. But there is
a tendency to resort to the solution of
divorce for mere petty disagreements,
or in
for
incompatibility,
pique over some disagreement or disappointment. Marital happiness, in
most cases, is a matter of gradual ad
just men t of people of divergent temperaments to each other. To rush to
the divorce court upon the first or folic. wing temporary disagreement
is to
invite disaster for family life and the
nation. The supreme court of Oklalie ma therefore has taken the proper
stand by declaring that in Oklahoma
the marriage tie will not be dissolved
except for grave and substantial
cause: that when action is predicted
on extreme cruelty there must be
actual or imminent physical violence
and that incompatibility is not
cient ground for divorce. Says the
and wife are
opinion : "Husband
bound to exercise greater efforts for i
allaying j
removing misapprehension,
quarrels and smoothing the road to
concord than are people in other rela-- '
tions of life. The marriage status is
one in which each of the parties may
be justified in demanding the strictest
letter of the bond; and it will not be
dissolved except for grave and substantial cause."
It is one of the most satisfactory and
sweetest triumphs of mature aire, for
husband and wife to grow together, to
find that they have adjusted their habits, their thoughts, their temperaments
so that there is perfect harmony, understanding and support of one by the
other. It is a happiness far greater
than the first flush of joy of bride
and groom and yet, it often grows out
of previous
misunderstandings and
even quarrels, which nowadays toe
often lead to the divorce court when
they oii.iit to lead to a development of
character and the bringing out of the.
highest virtures of which man and vc
man are capable. Xew Mexico, in thi.3
instance, can safely follow the example set b;- - Oklahoma.

j

Santa Fe:
"The Chieftain

ly Pueblo needs a modern hotel and
how much the city will profit by an
equipment of that kind.
"It is certainly good news that such
an undertaking is now assured, for it
is oertain that the comparatively small
itmount that is required before Mr.
Meston's plans can be carried into ef- feet will not be permitted to stand in
the way of Pueblo's development.
"Within the past two months there
has been more accomplished for Pueblo's welfare than has come in several
ytars preceding, and with the growth
of the city that is already assured
there is going to be a greater need of
better hotel accommodations than ever
There is not. the slightest
danger that the new Congress hotelwill not have all the business it can attend to, but there is a ver giavt
danger that it will be quite inadequate
to accommodate the, transients that
vcill be in Pueblo before that hotel can
be completed. For one of the chief
benefits of this hotel is that it will be,
itself an attraction for transient visitors, and it will bring to the city a
share of the practically unlimited number of travelers who are looking for
what Pueblo has to offer in the way of
winter sunshine and a favorable

DECIS-

ION.

CENTER.
faithBoard of

Thanks to the energetic and

ful work of the Woman's
Trade, Santa Fe boasts of a beautiful
public library with a well selected
stock of books. Having accomplished
that much, the Board is naturally seeking to make the library as useful to
the public as it is possible. The Woman's Board of Trade is a very busy
organization, for besides the public library it takes care of the plaza and
Fairview cemetery, it does charity
work quietly and interests itself in
civic work very effectively. However,
suggestions as to making the fine library building more useful, should not
come amiss. In San Antonio, Tex., for
instance, a children's hour is given
twice a week in the library building
and is nrovinsr very popular. Some
volunteer reads two stories to the public school children and thus opens to
them a vista of the beauties of literature and encourages them to read the
books In the children's department. In
other towns, one cf the rooms in the library building is devoted to a woman's
gymnasium. Santa Fe has nothing of
that kind and there would be no trouble in securing the funds to buy the
simple apparatus needed. Lectures on
hygiene, sanitation and Delsarte, by
local physicians, could be made part
of the gymnasium idea. Thus, the pub-li:- ;
library may become a civic center
whose influence would be felt in tho
entire community instead of by a comparatively few regular or transient patrons who take out books or come to
the library to read.

East Las Vegas is taking the proper
steps to stamp out scarlet fever and
other epidemic diseases by closing the
public schools and the preparatory department of the Normal University. It
should also order a general cleaning
up and build a sewer system. No town
is clean unless it roots out the pernicious sinkholes and outhouses and
has a sewer for every street and home.
The world now has the evidence of
two magazine writers as to conditions
in Mexico. One says they are intol
erable, and the other insists they are
akin to heaven. The average man,
however, will conclude that they are
hoth liars.

The fire insurance companies have
been hit heavy the past few years in
eastern Xew Mexico. The light construction of buildings in new towns,
the absence of adequate water and fire
protection systems, cases of incendiar

ism now and then, have combined not
only to raise insurance rates, but to
place insurance adjusters on their
guard. In many cases, when it came
to adjusting losses, the plea was made
that inventory books had been burned,

PRESIDENT

1

I

l

TAFT'S

SENSIBLE

President Taft has sensible ideas
about education for girls and the desirability of accumulating a fortune
to be inherited by children.
In his
address at Columbus, Miss., he said:
"I shall be glad that I shall not have
any property to leave to my boys, of
whom

have two, but only good chara pride in themselves and a
good education; but for my daughter I
am going to scrape together as much
as I can give her and as good an education as I can so that she shall marry
only when she chooses to marry and
not because of circumstances.
''I wish that every woman in the
world were so situated that she did
not think it was necessary for her tc
marry if she did not want to.
"Now, that is a proposition that I
am prepared to defend against all
comers. I am the last one to take a
position against that old doctrine of
the common law that there ought to be
nothing to interfere with matrimony.
"But I would have the. matter so arranged that the women, when the
came to decide and make their choice,
should have a full and free choice, and
that can only be reached when they
are put in a situation where that,
which they choose is not a life which
they select because it' is belter than
some that they expect, but. a life that
they look forward to with unmixed
happiness."
In view of the fact that the press
daily brings stories of lives of rich
men's sons being blighted by the very
fact that they were raised and kept in
opulence, President Taft's desire to
leave no money to his sons, is easily
understood and appreciated, and gives
his indirect support to the sanity of a
graded inheritance tax.
I
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Assistant Cashier,
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW.-

lank

i

E. C. ABBOTT,

Practice in the District and Supreme
Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
Santa Fe
New Mexico

3
3
1

j
J

I

Co-irt-

RENEHAN & DAVIES.
t. P. Davles,

A. B. Renehan,

personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all mtrkets for us customers.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any mo.iey transmiting agency public or
.
.
..:
I
'
f .
anoweu on ums
pi ivau.
ueposus at ine rate 01 tliree
inisrei
p;r cent per annum, on six months' or years' lime. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking lins,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- ing. Safety deposit boxes far rest. The patronage of the
p.iblx is respecfully solicited.
I
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Attorneys-at-Law-

Practice

the Supreme and

in

Dis-

trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a

-

5

Catron Block.

Office in

specialty.
Santa Fe

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.

A

-

Attorney-at-Law- .

The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Estabiishsd in 1370
- $150,000
Capital Stock,
Surplus and Undivided Profits, 75,000

4.

Card 5

Cashier.

New Mexico

CHARLES F. EASLEY,

(Late Surveyor General)
Attorney-at-Law-

?

.

Land and Mining business a specialty.
Santa Fe . .
New Mexico

3

HOLT

&

SUTHERLAND,

Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Practic In the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the Territory.
Las Cruces

.

-

New Mexico- -

H. M. DOUGHERTY,
Attorney-at-Law- .

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory. Office:
-

Socorro

-

-

New Mexico

WILLIAM McKEAN,

....

Attorney-at-Law- .

Ira

THE

m
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M

HOTEL

fl

Mining and Land Law.
j,jew Mexico

Taos

Jesse

NORTHCUTT
G. Northcutt,

&

Best Hotel

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex

M EXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Elk. Santa Fe, N. M.
GEORGE

.i,r,r,b

AMERICAN AND

w.

CATRON

HOTEL

JF

Attorneys and
Office:

Santa Fe

J. E. LACOME,
Proprietor

Commodious Sample
Long Distance Telephone Station.

m

BARBER,

Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in the District Court and.
Supreme Courts ' of the Territory.
Prompt attention given to all business-Lincol-n
-

County

XiiSsisSSgW

J. Robert,.

a v. prichard;

Lr rge Simple
R )om for Commercial Travelers

celled

SANTA FE, NEW

the West

in

.

Offices: Raton, N. M., and Trinidad, Coloraao.

W'LLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

One of the

ROBERTS,
C.

Attorneys-at-Law-

G.

New Mexico

& CATRON,
.

Counsellors-at-Law-

Catron Block.
.
New Mexico

VOLNEY HOWARD,

Attorney and Counseler at Law
Practices in all courts of Territory
'
Speaks Spanish.
Rooms

18

'Phone 192 Black.
and 10,
Laughlin Block
Santa Fe, N. M.

EDWARD C. WADE,

Steam Heated: Electric

Attorney-at-Law-

FIRST CLASS CAFE

Lighted, Every Room

IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

FitKSS THE BVTTON VK

TO

AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN

CORONADO hotel

THE
RATES

riMt Class
50c and up

OPEN Day

&

Night

in

Ecsta-aiaa- t

CJc.ia.xi.eoti.03x

G. LUPE HERRERA Prop,
banta x e JNew Mexico- -

.

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the TJ. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land

Offices.
Las Cruces

THE BEST,

-

New Mexico

C. W. G. WARD,

Territorial District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora counties.
. - New Mexico
Las Vegas
W. A. FLEMING

JONES,
Bonds and Investments.
U. S. Commissioner for thft Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
L- - Cruces
New Mexioi
Eastern and local bank references.
H. R. PUTNAM,
U. 8. Court Commissioner and

Conveyarcer.

CORRICK CARRIAGE

3Gk

CO.

L

n

120 San Francisco St.
Call op 132 Black for Carriages.

pay-it-

HERE IS

A VERY

EXCEPTIONAL

OPPORTUNITY

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRICE

CHRISTMAS

FROM NOW
ON UNTIL

BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA Fifl
.

LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.
Correspon .ents asking Information
concerning the Territory of New Mexico promptly answered
;
.
Texico
.
New Mexico
R. W. WITTMAN.

Draftsman.
Copies furnished of records on file
U. S. Surveyor General's Office.
'
Santa Fe,
New Mexico.

It isn't so difficult to strengthen
a weak Stomach if one goes at it correctly. And this is true of the Heart
and Kidneys. The old fashioned way
of dosing the Stomach or stimulating
the Hart or Kidneys is surelv wrons:!
Dr. Shoop first pointed out this error,
"Go to the weak or ailing nerves of
these organs," said he. Each inside
organ has its controlling or "inside
nerve.' When these nerves fail then
those organs must surely falter. Thi3
vital truth is leading druggists everywhere to dispense and recommend Dr.
Sheep's Restorative. A few days will
surely tell! Sold by
Stripling-Burrow-

s

Co.

Don't

Excellent Assortments of

FaU

to
Call'
and

Iasptct

Many

'

,

Burned Leather Goods
Earned Wooden Placqnes,;.-MKinds of irawn Work
I eatber Pillows Tops :

other,
articles

l
,

tbat
attract

It is an admitted mci, tnat real es
tate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best results aie
obtained by adverting In the New
Mexican.

NO CA8E ON RECORD.
U no case on record of

There

e

$G00,-000-

Peary announces that he is going to
discover the south pole five years from
now. That is giving Cook another
show to get there a year or two be-

I

.

IDEA ON THE G!RL QUESTION

Professional
K. VABSHJL

OF SAHTA FE.

o

.

J.
J.

PALES, President.

I lie first

and therefore the insurance companies
now insist upon inserting a clause in
policies on business houses, requiring
that bcoks be kept in an iron safe. To
reduce the temptation to incendiarism
to a minimum, another clause is inserted making the insurance company
liable for only
of the loss
incurred, the insured to bear the othei
Ntievo Laredo, Mexico, is a sleepy
fourth. It is one of the penalties of
awakened of a sud
life in most new communities in newly old town, but
den like other border and interior
settled regions. It should serve as an
incentive for more substantial con- towns! of Mexico. Although scarcely r
struction of business blocks and the larger than Santa Fe it has issued
installation of water supply and fire $800,000 in bonds for a water and sewer system and $000,000 to pave its
protection systems.
streets, altogether more than the entire
bonded indetedness of Santa Fe counThe New Mexican takes sides with ty with defaulted interest. In consethe citizens of the Portales valley who quence, Nuevo Laredo will he a modmaintain that they have enough under- ern city soon, and as to ability to
debt no one doubts it, for the most
ground flow cf waters to reclaim the
entire valley as against the govern conservative banking institutions have
ment contention that there is only a invested liberally in the bonds. A publimited supply of water available, suf lic debt may be a great blessing if it is
ficient merely to reclaim 10,000 acres. incurred for permanent improvements
The people that have gone into the such as sewers, water system and
valley have in their time proved sev street paving and as long as its size is
eral theories of scientists and beliefs merely proportionate to the improve
ol the general public to be wrong. Only ment wrought, it will not frighten
ten years ago, it was thought that no away investors or capital.
crops could be raised in that section
and then the pioneers went in and
President Taft returns to the nation- proved that good crops could be raised, j al capital today and despite the fact
Thus step by step, they have overcome that he is a great traveler and really
previous misconceptions about their seems to enjoy it, he'll be glad to get
part of the country. They are the stuff back to hi3 desk. It might also be
that conquerors are made of and they safely asserted that selecting a gov
will conquer 'despite prophecies to the ernor for New Mexico is only one of
the smaller troubles that awaits him
contrary.,
New Mexico is apt to magnify its
Log Angeles held a primary yester-dajtroubles which to the rest of the world
at which" the dear voters selected seem small affairs indeed.
a ticket of twenty-onnames to 'suit
him from among 137 aspirants, and It's
One loses faith in auditing systems
dollars to douzhnuts that the selec when the treasurer of a big railroad
,
tions were no bettor than the aver- company can steal more than
his thefts extending over many
age nomination of the old fashioned
primary convention. However,, there years, before he is caught. It teaches
13 the satisfaction of knowing that the that eternal vigilance
must be exerpeople had their way from start to cised over fiduciary officers both In
finish.
business and in public life. ..
three-fourth- s

u

L. A. HUSHES,

d

SANTA FE NEEDS TOURIST HOTEL
JUST AS MUCH AS PUEBLO.
The following editorial in the Pueblo
Chieftain, might just as well have been
written for the New Mexican and Santa Fe, for every word applies here as
it does in Pueblo, where a new hotel
will not take away business from the
existing hotels, but will bring additional business to them just as U would at

J.

NOVEMBER 11, 1909.

THURSDAY,

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CAN DELAR IO
301.303 San

Francisco bt.

-

Proprietor

Santa Fe, N, M.

n

cough or cold resulting in pneumonia
or consumption ' after Foley's Honey
and Tar has been taken, as it will
stop your cough, and break up your
cold quickly. Refuse any but the
uine Foley's Honey and Tar in a yellow package. Contains no opiates and
is sare and sure. Sold by all

i

NOVEMBER 11,

THURSDAY,

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
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BOY f PERSONAL
THE 15 YEAR OLD
business
will, ia ten years, be a
oian,
If you have a son it is your duty to train him in
busioess methods, to give him ths benetii of ycur

of today,

l.'-v-

i

-

resi.-tere-

Santa Fe.
Attorney A. A. Jones of Las Vegas
was amoni: ihe arrivals last night at
the Claire.
S. I Ballin, of Albuquerque, is ia
(own selling cigars.
e is stoppii,;;
at the Claire.
John W. Cat ro!) arrived at noon y
from Chicago to attend the ft::.-- '
eral of his mother.
X
1
Airs. Dolores A. Perea of Albuqu.-r-que. is in ilie city visiting her broth-- !
I;
!
er Ft lix Sandoval.
.1. W.
Fleming, of Silver City, is in
town cn a business visit. He is a1
the
Load.
'
guest at the Claire.
If you have an ordinary heater you are
Cclonel George W. Prichard return-buying the big load of soft coal
ed last night from Carrizozo where
where the small load would be sufficient fuel to
produce the same
he attended court.
amount of heat in the
F. H. G. llogan, who travels out of
ft i
Denver, was among last night's arrivals at the Palace.
Hon. Demctrio Perez, of this city,
The celebrated Hot Blast Down-Dra- ft
in the Wilson produces pertect
former territorial auditor, is reported
combustion
and
the
burnable
fumes
which
very ill at Las Vegas.
escape in other heaters are
j
consumed in the Wilson.' so that tvt rv shovelful ni mnl in
C. H. Madden and A. D. Driscoll of'
the Wilcon Heater will produce 40
Trinidad, are in town sightseeing. They j
per cent more heat than
are stopping at the Claire.
the
came amount of coal in other heaters.
It. L. Rohson, a traveling man from'
rso one lines to waste money wr.v throw away 40
Omaha, is calling on tne trade. He is
j
cent 0:1 every dollar you spend for fuel.
quartered at the Palace.
.T. D. Dunn
of lola, Mississippi, is
Santa Fe
a visitor in town seeing the sights.
are
He is a guest at the Palace.
Frank Lavan, of the local land ofComgaoY
fice left today for the southern part
of the Territory on official business.
Attorney Neill D. Field of Albuquerque, was in Santa Fe yesterday at
District Clerk Secouiulino Romero
attend the funeral of Mrs. T. B. Cat- of Las Vegas, was an arrival t.iis fore-- j
ron.
noon an 3 was in conference on poli-THE BURSON Hose at
Hon. Solomon Luna left Magdalena, tical matters with Governor Curry,
Socorro county yesterday after super-R. L. Robcrson, vice president of
tha price we cll' r them
vising a shipment of sheep from his the Rankers' Reserve Life Company,
of Omaha, is in conference today with
tanges.
cannot be duplicated
Hon. Solomon Luna, who has return- Supciintendent of Insurance Jacobo
for valje in this or &Ly
e,i from Magdalena to his ' ome at Los 'haves.
w- worbett of the firm of Corbet!
Lunas, expects to be in Albuquerque
& Smythe has returned with his sur-- l
city,
by Sunday.
Governor Curry will stop over in AI-- :
pa'ty from White Rock canon
buquerque on Sunday on his wav to El "ear Coclliti where he was engaged
.
Paso to meet the senate irrigation m maliing
J- Wood, a mining man from
Kansils Ci,-V- is in town on a business
C. C. Dodge and R. E.
We have b en pushing .this
Dodge of '
He h
popular advertised
the!1'-'11Knest at the Claire. ij0
Lebam, Washington, are among
auoutto clos(- an important mining
brand for t.ro years and our confidence is such
sightseers in town. They are guests is
deal in southern Santa Fe county.
at the Claire.
tnat we can conscientiously recommend tin in.
E. G. Walz and daughter, Ethel of! L- C- Van Hcke ot' Foit Sumner,
'liam-th- e
f lh
El Paso, Tex., who came up to attend Guadal"lie comi,3'. 0IU
funeral cf Mrs. Catron left for'1''011 1)00'litel's of the Territory and
pusher of the active Commercial Club
home last evening.
We Set
I. J. Weber, the hardware sales- at the place, is a visitor in Santa Fe
j
the
Price
man from St. Joseph, returned last today.
U.
Fcrmer
S.
Coal
Mine
Inspector
night from a trip to Tacs. Ho is quar- J. W. Fleming of Silver City, was a
terej at. the Claire.
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conspirators and urged to enter Into
their plot. They found her only too
willing to do so. Her horse, Rocket,
was entered in the class for hunters,
and Rocket had carved out a name for
himself in the Meadowthorpe country.
A few minutes later, just as Satterlee
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Presently the rumor commenced to
"If I do, Percy," she said, leaning
1 2
320 Homestead
Certificado de Muerte, 4 pliego.
Entry,
spread that Satterlee was going to over him, "will you make me one nrmly. "There's a perfectly
sheet.
in
Certificado de Nacimento,
over
Rocket
the
in that
huntar class. Peoride
inS bunch of girls sitting
pilego.
Small Holding Proof, Affidavit of Ap
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d
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corner
and
go
you
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pick
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promise anything, everything,
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drag by twos and threes to coi.gratu my darling only say you will be leave my gin aume.
sheet.
late him on his nerve; some of them mine."
Luck favored the abandoned young
Juez de Paz, Repertorio Criminal y
Relinquishment,
to pretend to dissuade him from his
sheet.
Township Plats,
Civil, $4.
"Then promise me on your sacred man and as Bert, with a dream of a
purpose.
Township Plats, full sheet.
Prices.
word of honor that you will never Gibson girl on his arm, waltzed by Joe
and the treacherous Marjorie he held
General Blanks.
But Satterlee was not to be daunted
Per Doz. Per 100.
Each.
horseback."
ride
again
his head high.
Bond for Deed.
He knew as well as anyone that he
sheet.
.
.10
$ .25
sheet
$1.75
..$
Satterlee pretended to hesitate.
was the victim of general mirth, but "You have asked
Bond of Indemnity,
2
sheet.
.10
.35
2.50
sheet
mo to give up a great from
the east arrived the fol,owlng
Bond, General Form,
.Go
.10
fortunately Grace, a comparative deal, he said, but I
sheet.
full sheet
4.00
e-I
prompromisday and naturally as hostess she had
Certificate of Marriage, 75c per doz.
stranger to Meadowthrope, knew noth100 assorted blanks take the 100
to transfer her attention to him. The
ing about horses in general or Rocket
Official Bond,
sheet.
price.
Then, forgetting his wounded condi- - jolt was a hard one for Joe, who
in particular. Hearing of the hitter's
Notice of Sale L'nder Foreclosure
Size of Blanks.
to
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feet
kissed
and
jumped
made
such
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had
cied
that
from
headway
every side, however,
reputation
of Mortgage, full sheet.
7x8
to
sheet,
much
the
Wentof
her,
dismay
the
she now became alarmed rn Satter
evening before,
Certificate of Election,
8
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inches.
worth
and
sheet,
Beatrice
Harding
Halliday,
lee's account and begged him not to
"Marjorie," explained Bert to him,
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet.
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to
who
chanced
look
In
club- from
the
an
brute.- 'seriously, "is mighty pretty, but she's
ride such
Guardian's Bond and Oath, 2 sheel.
Signs, Card Board.
porch at that moment.
a heartless, reckless little flirt. If
Satterlee on.y laughed and gently house
Letters of Administration, 2 sheet. "For Rent"
1. was not until after his marriage
.15ceam.
like
It
been
Ted
her.
If
my-hand
were
reassured
you.d
intended
sensibe,
1 2
Administrator's
Bond
and
his
re- Board"
Satterlee
Oath,
.
10c each.
threatened
took,
6elfi and picked out the Bteady sort
that any horse should kill him, he ver.se on Beatrice. One
10c each.
"For Sale"
day she re of girl you.d have sowe one to g0 sheet.
would have been dead years ago, he
Letters Testamentary,
ceived a package from a fashionable around with
sheet.
10c each.
Lodging"
told her.
up here." He departed
and upou opening it she found wlth a
Declaration in Assumpsit, 2 sheet. For Rent or Sale"
25c each.
show of haste to where
great
To the others who came up Satter- jeweler,
that it. contained a pin In the form of the Gibson girl smilingly awaited him.
Declaration in Assumpsit, on Note "No Smoking"
10c each. ;
lee vouchsafed few replies, but con- a
sheet.
dainty gold horse-shoupon the
'Furnished
for
Rooms
Light
him.
Then
he
after
tented himself by utaring at them de arch
Teddy
of which the word "Rocket" waa turned tnegrinned
Satisfaction of Mortgage, 2 sheet.
25c each.
,n on the forlorn Joe ,
Housekeeping"
fiantly through his monocle. As the
in letters of pearls and dia-- ,
spelled
of
sheet.
25c
"Board
Assignment
each.
Mortgage,
..Cneer
he
and
and
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Lodging"
the
fee,
time
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spread
for
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the
Lease, 2 sheet.
50c each. '
better next time vou come. whv. Inst
Minor's Law"
hunter class drew near he became the mou'ls"
Satterlee's card
50c each.
"Livery Law" .
object of even more general interest, ovei-- the name hecame with It, and look at Bert and me. Excuse me; j Lease of Personal Property.
had scribbled: I'm going walking with Daisy Sum-- 1 sheet.
H saw himself being pointed out '
Laws" .. 50c each;.
"English
Marriage
Coals of Fire."
n:ers."-Chic- ago
Chattel Mortgage,
sheet.
Daily News.
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The sun had mounted high in the
heavens and was shining indulgently
upon the pomp and glory of the
Hunt club's annual
Meadowthrope
horse show when Ralph Coring's dogcart drew up by the ring-side- .
The
.room sprang to the horse's head and
Ralph and Satterlee leaped down, the
former to join a group of horsemen
who were inspecting the horses in
the ring, and the latter to look for
Grace Rawlings.
Satterlee was stopping with Goring
for the horse show at Oak Lodge,
as
Ralph's jolly little "hunting-box,he liked to call it. The first time Satterlee had visited Meadowthorpe he
had felt keenly his lack of horsemanship, for Meadowthorpe Is a sporting
On this occasion, howcommunity.
ever, he felt more at ease, having
taken a tedious course of lessons in a
New York riding school during the
"

past winter.
To tell the truth, he was horribly
afraid of horses and hated the very
sight of them, but Grace Rawlings,
the Chicago heiress, was staying with
the Bradburys Bradbury was the
M. F. II. and
Satterlee's fortunes
were at such a point that his only
hope lay in heiresses. Besides, in
Home one must do as the Romans do,
and here at Meadawthorpe
Satterlee's horsey attire was quite as
pronounced, if not more so, as that of
any of the other men.
He wore a
coat with
a red waistcoat, brown riding breechhorse-sho-

snuff-colore-

d

es and leggings.

-

Indeed, he was very
smartly turned out. At the last moment, however, be had welcomed the
opportunity of driving over to the
show with Goring in his dog-car- t
instead of cantering over on a polo
pony, the cnnveyance adopted by most
of Goring's guests.
Satterlee found Miss Rawlings occupying a coign of vantage on the
box seat of the Bradbury's drag, and
was welcome! by her with a gracious
smile.
"Good morning, Mr. Satterlee," she
cried; "I am greatly flattered that you
should speak to me at all."

"Flattered?"

"How could I

repeated
flatter you?

Satterlee.
I don't un-

derstand."
"Oh, I expected to be entirely

!'

j
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With such an imposing array of beautiful horses, a mere
girl ought not to expect any attention
to-da-

at all."

4
4

4

4

4

assure you, Miss Rawlings,
that if all the horses in the world
were assembled in one place I could
not see them while you were near."
"Very nicely said, indeed," said
Miss Rawlings, with a smile. "But,
alas! I see that you are in your riding clothes, and you will probably
leave me in five minutes to ride someone's horse in the saddle class."
Satterlee smiled. "Just to show you
how wrong you are I intend to remain
here by you all day. I had promised
to ride one or two horses, but I will
cancel my engagements."
"Indeed, you must not do anything
of the sort; I cannot allow it," in
sisted Miss Rawlings. She was visibly pleased, however, much to the disgust of .Harding, who had come up
just in time to hear part of their
conversation.
Wentworth Harding was from Chi-cago also, and was known to admire
Miss Rawlings immensely.
He and
Grace" had known each other since
they vere both children, and it was
not very strange, therefore, that he
rather resented Satterlee's cool appropriation of the heiress.
"I did not know you were such a
keen horseman, Satterlee," he said,
But Satterlee was not
mischievously.
to be taken off his guard.
"Oh, I ride a good deal," he said,
carelessly. "But I don't care much
for anything but
riding, it gets rather tiresome on the
flat.' !! had made w's bluff and determined to stand by it.
Harding did not know whether to
be angry or amused. He knew that
Satterlee could barely stick on a
horse, and it made him rage inwardly
to hear that enterprisii.g youth boast
of his prowess to Grace. He realized,
however, that it would never do to
ridicule Satterlee in her presence, for
she seemed yiore than favorably impressed with ' him, so he choled his
wrath and hastened off to where
Ri.lph Goring and a group of his
friends were standing. To them he related Satterlee's remarks, much to
their delectation.
Harding's wrath,
hcwever, was unabated, and he cast
about in his mind for some means of
foiling the hateful rival who was, for
tint present, at least, triumphant over
for Grace Rawlings had let
him go without a word while she listened to Satterlee's .boasting. He and
Giace were friend of long standing,
bi.t she did not encourage his love- In his despair he sought
making.
Mrs. Bradbupy, with whom he was a
great favorite, and forthwith a plan of
"But I

!

'cross-countr-

.'

1

hii-i- ;

campaign was outlined between them
for the discomfiture of Satterlee.
Beatrice Halliday, who had once
gien Percival Satterlee a little lesson
m Norseman snip, was sought by, th
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and also refers to the School of Arch- - a fine black horse which he recently! Rio Grande valley and had satisfactory
here. It's mighty good adver- - purchased from Frank Owen. When. conferences with Secretary of trie inMINOR CITY TOPICS aeology
Kt teady to return to town the terior Ballinger and other officials.
Using.
Only One Criminal Case There was horse in some manner became fright-- i
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mot a single murder case, in fact, only eno,1 and ran away.
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comedy which comes here
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with stationary
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a
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that
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iterates
to
be
started
"'V
boot and shoe store j
Uosson's
route
came
he
and entrancing scngs, the music
in Santa Fe. A new hardware store' for the governorship of New Mexico across Dr. E. A. Leonard
and took him i ing
of which is already being heard all
and calls attention to the fact that he
will also be started.
i ne services of
the doctor ever town. In view of this it. is not
aioug.
Board of Trade Meeting A busi- - j is still third assistant postmaster gen- were unnecessary however so
there at all
that a nio.st unusual
J
the
of
States.
United
eral
ot
rade
liess meeting ol the Hoard
was nothing else to do save take Clos- numbersurprising
Toof mail orders nave been reRehearsal for Princess Bonnie
will be held tomorrow evening at $
son hack to town in the machine. The
ceived by the manager of the Elks
o'clock at the office of the Santa Fi night Tonight at seven thirty sharp remnants of the buggy were
gathered theater and it isn't at all unlikely
takwill
a
be rehearsal by those
there
Water and Light Company- together and brought back to town
sold before
Meet Friday Afternoon The Wom ing part in the Princess Bonnie pro- also where tliey were consigned to that every seat 'will be
tomorrow
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office
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take
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successful
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Question,"
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and
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every
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Washington
thirty o'clock with Mrs. John
musical play by the authors of "The
one who is to participate is expected SUDDEN DEATH OF
Patterson on San Francisco street.
BRIGHT YOUNG STUDENT. Time, The Place and the Girl" which
Killed By Fall of Coal A telephone! o be on hand without fail.
is to be seen at the Elks theater on
New
Teacher
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afternoon
from
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Miss
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Madrid
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accident-occurring
Gardiner, Colfax county, the
school board, school district No. 27.
The sad death of Mhs Vicentita Or of the sale, was broken. As this dethis ' morning.
R. T. tiz, the eighteen year old daughter of; mand for seats necessitated many paappointed
Princess Bonnie Financial Success and immediately
of
the Madrid Sup- Mr. and Mrs. Juan J. Ortiz, yester-- ' trons standing for a long time in line
The Princess Bonnie performance Hynrl. manager
or
at Las Vegas last week, yielded gross ply Company, to fill the vacancy. Ma- day afternoon, has cast a pall of gloom the manager of the Elks theater
busihas
Fe
with
Santa
the
disschool
arranged
over
one
is
best
the
of
their large circle of friends. The
receipts of $182.23. The net profit drid in
Santa Fe county.
young woman was a student at. Loret- - ness manager of "The Girl Question"
was $270.10 which will be expended tricts
to Academy and she would have grad-- . to do a most unusual thing accepting
in placing a coping around Hillside!
Sterling Ashby Arrested Sterling
uated this year. She had a lovable mail orders for seats, from now on
E.
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the
for
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Park.
j Ashliy
killing
has disposition, was studious and bright when they are accompanied by cash,
Passed Lamy With Prisoner A pa- - Sipe at Alma, Socorro county,
and check, postoffice or express money orrole officer of Colorado passed Lamy been captured in the western part of and the pride of her parents
She
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teachers.
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brother-in-lanine
only
days der. The scale of prices ranges from
this morning with John McEachron, Socorro county by his
ineumausm mat eventually at- - 75 cents up.
an escaped convict from the Colorado Wes. Ford, who lodged the accused
iachea me neart. me sympatny ot
state prison, where he was serving a inan in jail at Sccorro.
PENITENTIARY SiDS.
ten year sentence for grave robbery
Ashbv will be given his preliminary the community goes out to the bereav
1
parents.. The father, is a clerk in' Sealed proposals will be received
and fraud.
hearing on November 21. before
Secretary. by the hoard of penitentiary commisNew Citizen Buys More Property
line of the Peace A. E. Green. Sine lh office of Territorial
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The
will take sioners at the office of the superinfuneral
Harper S. Cunningham who has come was justice of the peace and was stab-itiuunuw ai o u ciuck- lumor-- j tendent, until 10 o'clock a. m., Decemto Santa Fe to make his home, today bed in the heart, Ashbv is a well
row forenoon, starting from the resi- - ber 3d, 1909, for furnishing and delivpurchased the Bishop ranch which lies known cattleman.
dunce ami nrnceedin? tn nnadalime ering at the New Mexico penitentiary
north cf Santa Fe. The deal was put ' Will Install New
Observing Station church, where mass will be celebrated th supplies hereinafter mentioned, or
through by Mayes and Beab local real - The local weather bureau has just
jnterment wll, be made in Rosario so much thereof as the board may
estate agents.
been authorized to establish and equip cemetery,
deem sufficient. Delivery of all supChange Place for Rehearsal The
weather stations at the,
plies must be as directed by the surehearsal for Princess Bonnie will not following places: Haynes, south west- perintendent.
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National Farm Land Congress at Chi-- ' cordance with specifications and con.
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Father to Grave R. E. Hatton, pro- - j
Horticulture ditions on blank proposals, which will
oaS and the National
prietor of the hotel at Los Tanos, SHERIFF CLOSSON HAS A
NARROW ESCAPE FROM DEATH Congress at Council Bluffs, la., at both he furnished by the superintendent upGuadalupe county, died on Tuesday as
of which he will be heard in the inter-- ' on application.
the result of brooding over the fiendish
otherwise
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'
murder of his daughter, Saliie Hatton. ' Newly Purchased Horse Becomes ests of New Mexico aud statehood be- - made will net be considered and the
tore returning to Santa Fe the latter board reserves the right to reject any
six weeks ago.
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Smashing Vehicle.
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APPLES $1.75 PER BOX
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THE ONLY BAKER f
Where you can get anything you want, no cheap
stuff, we use only the best of everything in Our
Bakery.
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on HART SCHAFFNER &
MARX Suits and Overcoats,
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Every Suit or Overcoat
we sell we will give
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is Free with every suit

THIS OFFER APPLIES TO
CASH PURCHASES OiNLY

We ask every eye in this community to look
at our store as Eastern methods will be adapted in the way of doing business in this establishment. We expect to sell dozens of suits
during this Sale.
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Copyright Hart Schafthcr tc Marx

your choice!

NATHAN SALMON

SANTA FE,

NEW MEXICO.

This Shoe is Free with every suit
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